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Supply List 
 

 

Exploring Designer Jeans and Jackets and Fitting 
  

Instructor:  Ron Collins 

 

Please bring the following to class: 
  

* Fashion Fabric (please pre-wash and dry your fabric) 
                - suggestions: denim, linen, corduroy, gabardine. 

* Interfacing for waistbands (Stylemaker 602) 

* Pocket Lining (broad cloth works well) 
* Thread (Regular weight for construction) 

* YLI top stitching thread (you can also use regular thread for top stitching) 

* Schmetz Denim Needles for Sewing Machine 
                - 10 oz denim - needle size 80/12 

                - 12 oz denim - needle size 90/14 

                - 14 oz denim - needle size 100/16 
*  Pins, Scissors, Marking Pen, etc. 

*  Zipper (you can buy metal zipper, we might have to adjust the length. A dress weight zipper is 

just fine) 
*  Thread for serger 

*  Rivets (by Prim) optional 

*  Sewing machine and serger 

P.S. I will have ten pair of jeans available to try on.  They will be Sandra Betzina's  
jean pattern (Vogue 7608) in ten sizes (A to J): 
                - waist 26 1/2 to 50 1/2 
                - hips 34 1/2 to 57 

Ron will start this class by having 10 muslin jeans in Sandra Betzina’s Vogue pattern (#7608) for 

us to fit in size A to J (waist 26 ½” to 50 ½” and hips 34 ½” to 57”).  Unfortunately this pattern is 
now “out of print”, but you might be able to find it on-line or perhaps in your pattern stash.  

If you like Sandra's pattern, make sure you pick it up and bring it to class, and we  

can do sizing from there.   Also, if you're working with another pattern for jeans, besides Sandra's 
pattern, it is best that you show up with a muslin to get a head start on fitting. 

  

 Optional:  your own chair and/or cushion to sit on, light 
 
 Please put your name on all your supplies. 

 
 If you do not have access to any listed supplies please phone or email your 

order to us ahead of time to ensure your supplies will be waiting for you when 
you arrive at the conference at our on-site store 


